The original version of the article was published in Central European Journal of Mathematics, 2005, 3(4), 591-605. Unfortunately, the original version of this article contains a mistake. We give some corrections to our work.
I am greatly appreciated to Professor R. Kühnau for showing me a counter-example to a function defined by the formula (3) of my work [3] not to be extremal for Tchebotaröv's problem. Since theorems of that work are expressed in terms of the function given by the formula (3), therefore their formulations must be corrected in terms related to the function φ (defined in Section 10 of [3] .) We use the notions and some notations of the work [3] , in particular the sets C C K (defined in Section 1 of [3] ) and so called normalized point collection (see Section 2 of [3] ). Let the graphs Γ the sets SuppΓ G V W V (Γ) W (Γ) the numbers and the functions ε Γ τ(ζ) be the same as in Section 3 of [3] . The correct formulations of Theorems 4.1 -4.3 of [3] are respectively the following. 
Theorem 1.
The 
| equals to the length of its pre-image on Γ with respect to the natural length measuring on Γ (see Section 3 of [3]), and
LetG be defined according to Section 3 of [3] , andΓ be defined as in Section 4 of [3] . Let Φ :G × ∂K → N be the mapping defined for eachΓ ∈G ∈ ∂K as the collection { φ(ε Γ 1 ( )} ∈V (Γ) The proof of Theorems 1-3 is obvious on the base of arguments of the work [3] (not related to the function which is defined in [3] by the formula (3)).
By the same methods we can consider also a parametrization of extremals of Grötzsch's problem (see [1] ). Recently J. Ortega-Cerda and B. Pridhnani used the parametrization of extremals of Tchebotaröv's problem for implementation numerical algorithm of approximation extremals in some cases and also for applications [2] .
